Abstract:
Amid several ways to describe the managers’ and management typology, there is the entrepreneurial vs. administrative manager / management dichotomy. Hence, the authors propose the model of balanced manager and balanced management. The proposed model is based on the core-concept of opportunity – as developed by Howard Stevenson. Other entrepreneurial attributes centered on the concept of opportunity are used as well. This paper is based on authors’ previous research work as well as H. Stevenson’s theory and model of entrepreneurship. Burton Clark’s studies on entrepreneurial universities are also considered. The main objective of this paper is to develop and test an instrument aiming to assess the entrepreneurial side of managers in two types of not-for-profit organizations: public administration and universities. As a pilot study, managers from two Romanian organizations (one of each category) were surveyed. The results allow extending the concept of entrepreneurial university on entrepreneurial public administration. The immediate consequence is that H. Stevenson’s theory is applicable not only in the case of universities but public administration organizations as well. The implications are important for both theorists and practitioners: new research approach and new facets of entrepreneurial management are explored. The paper conclusions are aimed at improving the current management and performance of the universities and local public administration units, giving directions to stimulate their entrepreneurial behavior. Some directions to continue, extend and deepen the research are proposed as well.
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1. INTRODUCTION: MANAGER TYPOLOGY

There are numerous ways to characterize the managers’ and, consequently, the management typology within organizations: based on the manager’s personality psychology, management style (authoritarian vs. democratic), people vs. process orientation (Blanke-Mouton, 1964) – to count just the best known. Considering the human side of the manager, there are various personality psychology-based theories as follows:


− *Type theories*: as developed by Carl Jung (Jung, 1921, 1971) according to whom there are eight psychological types (sensation – intuition perceiving, thinking – feeling judging, and extraversion – introversion attitude types); Type A and Type B personality theory developed by Meyer Friedman during the 1950s (Friedman, 1996) according to which intense, hard-driving Type A personalities had a higher risk of coronary disease while Type B people tend to be relaxed, less competitive, and lower in risk (Type AB mixed profile is accepted as well);

− *Psychoanalytic theories*: as funded by Sigmung Freud (Freud, 1956-1974) and his followers; these theories explain the human behaviour based on the interaction of various components of personality;

− *Humanistic theories*: human needs are presented by Maslow (1943) as a hierarchy bottomed with the more basic needs; Maslow’s theory is based on Combs and Snygg theory of individual behaviour (Combs and Snygg, 1949).

− To note that some of the theories above are just person-centered trying to explain his/her behaviour, while others considers the personal traits in relationship with a certain purpose (as profession, occupation or career).

An important category of theories on managing the people are based on “managing motivation to expand human freedom” – as described by McClelland (1978).

The Blake-Mouton *managerial grid* neatly presents a typology from the managerial standpoint (Blake and Mouton, 1964). This grid is also referred to as the *leadership grid*. Although of critical importance, the discussion management vs. leadership is behind the purpose of this paper. Consequently, it is accepted that various leadership styles – from authoritarian or autocratic to participative or democratic – apply to management styles as well. However, Burns (1978) makes a necessary distinction between the *transactional leader* and the *transformational leader*: the first type of leader is given power to perform certain tasks and reward or punish for the team's performance while the second motivates its team to be effective and efficient; transformational leaders are highly visible, use communication as the base for achieving the goals, and they focus on the big picture.

---

It makes sense to associate the type of management and the nature of the organization in which it is applied: as example, Table 1 display an organization size-by-scope matrix.

**Table 1:** Management typology by the nature of the managed organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of the organization</th>
<th>Scope of the organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Small business management (owner-manager)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Corporate management (professional managers)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few comments should be made:
- firms are precisely categorized by size (micro-enterprises, small, medium-size, and large firms); this is not the case of not-for-profit organizations;
- in general, the management of the small organizations is performed by their owners or founders; the management of large organizations requires professional managers, specialized by sectors (business managers, hospital managers, university managers etc);
- there is a tendency to consider that small business owner-managers are identical to entrepreneurs; the confusion is sustained by many cases of entrepreneurial characters among small business owner-managers.

Stokes and Wilson (2010) make a clear distinction between the two concepts: there are numerous examples of individual entrepreneurs working not only in large companies but also in not-for-profit organizations; on the other hand, a significant proportion of small business owner-managers lack the entrepreneurial traits.

There is a large variety of definitions of *entrepreneur* and *entrepreneurship*. However, it is obvious that to be an entrepreneur involves certain specific features; authors opted for the opportunity-centered standpoint.

This paper aims at identifying the entrepreneurial dimension of managers, based on the entrepreneurial vs. administrative manager / management dichotomy; the model of balanced manager and balanced management is proposed. The study is also focused on the type of management of two large not-for-profit kinds of organizations: universities and local public administration units (Table 1). An instrument was developed in order to assess the

---

*2 The purpose of this paper is not to explore the origin and meaning of the term Entrepreneurship. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that early economists such as Richard Cantillon (1680–1734) and Jean-Baptiste Say (1767–1832) have contributed to develop the concept. Alfred Marshall refers to the role of *undertaker* in the enterprise: the one who undertakes risks and combines material resources, capital and labor to make profits hopefully (Principles of Economics, 1890). To notice that, over time, the English term *undertaker* was replaced by the French *entrepreneur*. Joseph Schumpeter (1934) considered that entrepreneurship is intimately linked to various types of innovation (product, process, organization, market). Meredith (1982) has identified the entrepreneurial spirit as the first among the six individual characteristics that generate the success in business. The newest, most provocative and most fascinating theory on entrepreneurship is announced by the former biologist and current corporate CEO Thomas Harrison (2005): the entrepreneurial success might be encoded in the human genome!*
entrepreneurial side of managers. As a pilot study, managers from two organizations (one of each category) were surveyed.

2. ENTREPRENEURIAL MANAGER VS. ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER: THE BALANCED MANAGER AND MANAGEMENT

The proposed model is based on authors’ previous research work on entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial management vs. administrative management (Brustureanu, 2002; Scarlat, 2003; Scarlat & Simion, 2003; Scarlat et al. 2005; Scarlat & Brustureanu, 2009, 2012) as well as Howard Stevenson’s theory and model of entrepreneurship, centered on the core-concept of opportunity (Stevenson, 1983; Stevenson & Gumpert, 1985; Stevenson & Jarillo, 1986, 1990). Other entrepreneurial attributes focused on the concept of opportunity are used as well. Burton Clark’s studies on entrepreneurial universities are also considered (Clark, 1998).

2.1. University’s and public administration’s management

Universities are among the oldest modern institutions. The first reason of their stability seems to be their rigid organizational structure. Conservative structures, the traditional academia have overcome perturbations and turbulences as wars, epidemics, natural disasters, and crisis. Paradoxically, the most advanced nuclei of innovation and knowledge are resistant to change themselves! Nowadays, the universities are under multiple pressure factors, besides the exponential growth of knowledge and technology: business community is asking for more university graduates, better prepared and skilled – in more disciplines and specializations; students themselves are more demanding; the whole society has more needs and expects solutions from universities; government has increased expectations that universities will solve the growing number of society problems; and government has less money to spend for education and research – in spite of growing needs of universities for funding! How will universities play against all these challenges? Is the universities’ answer: stability or change? Short or long-term orientation? Administration or management?

There are significant conceptual differences between administration and management. Both words are close in meaning but the terms “administration” and “management” are different: administration essentially involves following prescribed rules, instructions and service; management means supervision and control success oriented, achieving results and manager’s personal responsibility for the results being achieved. Management does include administration, but also involves organization to achieve objectives with maximum efficiency, and responsibility for the results. In the 1990s, the changes in position titles – from “administrators” to “managers” – were not only superficial or a matter of fashion, but they reflect a change in expectations of the person occupying the position, expressing the differences between administration and management (Pollitt, 1993).

The topic is not only a matter of scientific debate but also a subject of practical importance, mostly for public administration of universities. According to Hughes (1998), the two terms are not synonymous, neither is their application to the public sector. Public administration is an activity serving the public, and public servants carry out policies derived from others; it is concerned with: translating policies into action; procedures; office management. Public administration deals with the process, focuses on procedures, while public management involves much more: instead of merely following instructions, a public manager focuses on achieving results and takes responsibility for the decisions made. As Hughes notes, the term “public management” is used more and more, while “public administration” seems to be old-fashioned and even obsolete.

The traditional model of public administration is replaced by the modern and dynamic concept of new public management. During the 1990s, a new model of public sector management has occurred in most advanced countries. Its name varied: managerialism, entrepreneurial government, new public management. In U.S.A., the National Performance Review, conducted by Al Gore (1993), has concluded on four basic principles of new public management: (i) Shifting from systems in which people are accountable for following rules to systems in which they are accountable for achieving results; (ii) Putting the customers (citizens’ needs) first; (iii)
To note that all these questions equally apply to universities as well as both central and local public administration.

During the decade 2000s, new concepts such as e-administration or e-governance have spread. They are not a new model of public management/administration but a new manner of new public management, IT&C-based. The transition from old public administration to the new public management – usually called “the reform of public administration” – means a set of measures (Scarlat, Popescu and Warner, 2002, pp. 78–81): less controlled and more performance/result targeted activities; professional managers; higher involvement of the staff in decision making process; continuing improvement of human resources (training and fair compensation, performance-based); higher quality public services; promoting the public-private partnerships; contracting-out, efficiency-based; IT&C support.

It is rather difficult to say which type of management is better; but one type fits better than others in specific circumstances (certain industry, functional area, situation, period, environment). The answer is not easy. Anyway, the answer lies in management analysis.

Two basic management approaches are proposed: the organization strategy and management are resource-dependent and then, based on the existing resources, the objectives are set (i.e. administrative management); the university strategy and management are opportunity-oriented, regardless the resources available at that point in time (entrepreneurial management).

2.2. Entrepreneurial universities

Stevenson (1983) has defined the concept of opportunity in the world of business but this concept is also a key element in the field of scientific research. Research is basically opportunity-oriented (applied research – whose results are eventually commercialized – is even more opportunity-oriented). Laying the foundations of a research team is an entrepreneurial act as well. At a larger scale and in a broader sense, the founders of the great schools were in fact great entrepreneurs. A parallel between them and the founders of great companies is not meaningless.

It is crucial to understand the critical role played by the entrepreneurial culture – on the one hand – and, on the other hand, the significance of the entrepreneurship as a management typology, in its cultural sense (not ad litteram). It is plainly naive to understand an entrepreneurial university as a “University Ltd.”! As presented previously, the entrepreneurial management is a type of management; it applies to universities as well as other organizations (not-for-profit or profit oriented, equally), as presented in Table 2.
The entrepreneurial university is a complex phenomenon that includes not only the university management but also the whole curricular structure and even teaching methods. Teaching Entrepreneurship itself is part of it. Research work conducted in countries like Slovenia and Romania has demonstrated that the quality of the entrepreneurship education impacts the decision to continue the education (Antoncic et al., 2005). The reform of the higher education system in Romania – which signed up for Bologna Process (Scarlat, 2007) – and other Central and Eastern European countries (File & Goedegebuure, 2003) has lots of lessons to offer in this respect.

As mentioned previously, the entrepreneurial character of an organization is intimately linked to its management. One of the six entrepreneurship dimensions identified by H. Stevenson (Stevenson and Gumpert, 1985) is related to the “Management structure”. An entrepreneurial organization exhibits a flat structure, with multiple informal networks, while the administrator views the relationships more formally – “rights, responsibilities and authority are conferred on different people and segments of an organization”. The hierarchy inhibits the search for and commitment to opportunity, as well as communication and decision-making.

The entrepreneurial university is not a structure going away from the traditional values but a new approach: the entrepreneurial university pursues managerial and scientific opportunities in order to fulfill its mission.

Clark has conducted a comprehensive research over a period of three years (1994–1997) on five West-European universities, aiming to identify their entrepreneurial characteristics: what specific factors made them to behave actively and to succeed on the turbulently developing higher education market (Clark, 1998). He identified five key elements in the process of institutional transformation: (i) the strengthened steering core; (ii) the expanded developmental periphery; (iii) the diversified funding base; (iv) the stimulated academic heartland; and (v) the integrated entrepreneurial culture. Here are the names of these five universities: Chalmers University of Technology, University of Joensuu, University of Strathclyde Glasgow, University of Twente, and Warwick University. Scarlat and Brustureanu (2009, 2012) conducted a research on these five universities – qualified as entrepreneurial universities as a result of Clark’s research work. More precisely, the universities’ publicly available strategic documents (vision and mission statements) were investigated in order to identify their entrepreneurial traits. The results were positive: the five universities identified and declared as highly entrepreneurial by Clark are exhibiting entrepreneurial statements and corresponding entrepreneurial traits - connected to the concept of opportunity. All these entrepreneurial universities have developed opportunity-oriented strategies, which are declared by their strategic documents as such.
A legitimate question is this: to what extent the concept of entrepreneurial management applies to public administration? This progressing study tries to offer an answer.

2.3. Entrepreneurial management

Some authors consider the entrepreneurship just as “a style of management” (Wickham, 2006, pp. 15–17).

As far as organization strategy, there are many ways to define it. Mintzberg has identified a number of ten such “schools”, the “entrepreneurial school” being just one of them: the strategy is a result of a visionary process. “In the entrepreneurial mode, strategy making is dominated by the active search for new opportunities” (Mintzberg et al., 1998, p. 133).

Lassen (2007) promotes the concept of strategic entrepreneurship: strategic management and entrepreneurship are increasingly becoming interlinked. A model of strategic entrepreneurship is suggested based on the evidences provided by seven case studies evolving around development of technological innovations. The conclusion is that organizations need to become more innovative, in order to perform and grow. Other authors underline the role of innovation as well (Casson et al., 2006).

Entrepreneurship seems to be a modern concept but a number of theories on this concept are older. There have been developed economy-, psycho-sociology- or management-based theories on entrepreneurship. Some authors - as Hisrich and Peters (2002) are focusing on the individual entrepreneur while others are organization oriented.

A prospect becomes an entrepreneurial opportunity if it meets two conditions: (i) it must represent a desirable future state, which involves growth or at least change; and (ii) the individual must believe it is possible to reach that state. A supplementary condition can be added: it must not be a usual (common) situation. This supplementary condition sets aside an entrepreneurial opportunity from a necessity.

Stevenson and Jarillo (1986) conclude that the entrepreneurial process is correlated with the company size: ‘the transition from an entrepreneurial growth firm to a “well managed” business is often accompanied by a decreasing ability to identify and pursue opportunity’. According to Stevenson, the entrepreneurship is defined as “a process by which individuals – either on their own or inside organizations – pursue opportunities without regard to the resources they currently control” (Stevenson & Jarillo, 1990, p. 23). The entrepreneurial paradigm is constructed on six propositions (Stevenson & Jarillo, 1990, pp. 23–25):

i. An entrepreneurial organization is that which pursues opportunity, regardless of resources currently controlled

ii. The level of entrepreneurship within the firm (i.e. the pursuit of opportunities) is critically dependent on the attitude of individuals within the firm, below the ranks of top management

iii. The entrepreneurial behavior exhibited by a firm will be positively correlated with its efforts to put individuals in a position to detect opportunities; to train them to be able to do so and to reward them for doing so

iv. Firms which make a conscious effort to lessen negative consequences of failure when opportunity is pursued will exhibit a higher degree of entrepreneurial behavior

v. Not only the success rate, but the very amount of entrepreneurial behavior will be a function of the employees’ (subjective) ability to exploit opportunities
vi. Organizations that facilitate the emergence of informal internal and external networks, and allow the gradual allocation and sharing of resources, will exhibit a higher degree of entrepreneurial behavior.

It is essential to emphasize that all propositions are developed *opportunity-centered*. This definition of entrepreneurship has the advantage to include not only individuals, but also organizations, and even large organizations (as corporations) among subjects for entrepreneurial studies.

The authors’ approach is to apply the concept of entrepreneurial organization to universities as well as to public administration – focused on the concept of opportunity.

2.4. The model of balanced management: between entrepreneurial and administrative management

A certain organization may strategically decide on one out two possible management approaches that were already exposed (Table 3):

- the organization strategy and management are resource-dependent and then, based on the existing resources, the objectives are set (i.e. administrative management);
- the university strategy and management are opportunity-oriented, regardless the resources available at that point in time; then the necessary resources are to be identified (entrepreneurial management).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of management</th>
<th>Administrative management</th>
<th>Entrepreneurial management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision priorities</td>
<td>Opportunity orientation</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource orientation</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This schematic model proved to be unsatisfactory for practical purpose of the research (Scarlat & Brustureanu, 2009, 2012): a significant category of university managers simply did not fit in the above boxes because in some circumstances they behave as administrative managers while in others just the opposite (they are referred to as “real managers”); on the other hand, some managers can not decide which criterion is more important (opportunity or resource) so both are considered as of slight equally importance. This is the case of the *balanced managers* (Table 4). In addition, it is more practical to analyze the manager’s typology and then, at a later stage, to draw conclusions about the management typology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of manager</th>
<th>Administrative manager</th>
<th>Balanced manager</th>
<th>Entrepreneurial manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision priorities</td>
<td>Opportunity orientation</td>
<td>lower</td>
<td>average (balanced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resource orientation</td>
<td>higher</td>
<td>average (balanced)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The current study emphasizes a new aspect: besides the relative importance of opportunity vs. resource as decision criteria, it is also important to consider their absolute value (intensity). Consequently, a new conceptual model is proposed, considering the intensity of these criteria as well (Table 5).

Table 5: Complex model of the balanced manager – between entrepreneurial and administrative management, considering the intensity of the decision criteria (opportunity vs. resources)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of manager</th>
<th>Administrative manager</th>
<th>Balanced manager</th>
<th>Entrepreneurial manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relatively higher resource-orientation rather than opportunity-</td>
<td>Balanced resource-opportunity orientation</td>
<td>Relatively higher opportunity-orientation rather than resource-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of the preferred decision criteria (opportunity, resources) high</td>
<td><strong>A type</strong> (strong administrator)</td>
<td><strong>B type</strong> (strong balanced manager)</td>
<td><strong>E type</strong> (strong entrepreneur)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td><strong>a type</strong> (moderate administrator)</td>
<td><strong>b type</strong> (moderate balanced manager)</td>
<td><strong>e type</strong> (moderate entrepreneur)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An intermediary (between high and low) intensity of the preferred decision criteria is considered confusing and therefore useless. The research in progress currently uses this model – in order to assess the type of management in case of university and public administration managers.

3. METHODOLOGY

In 2002, a questionnaire-based research was conducted to evaluate the university managers’ entrepreneurial vs. administrative components (around Stevenson’s dimensions of entrepreneurship, Stevenson, 1983; Stevenson & Gumpert, 1985), following the simpler model presented in Table 3 (Scarlat et al., 2005, pp. 25–29). The questionnaire was administered in July 2002 to a sample of 40 university managers. The answers revealed the “real manager” typology: university managers behave administratively when making decisions related to resources; and they present an “entrepreneurial face” while dealing with opportunities, university strategy, and compensation. It is worthy to notice that this real manager does not mean balanced manager – as described in Table 5.

The major conclusion was that entrepreneurial management models are applicable to universities and university managers.

In 2012, the same survey instrument (questionnaire) was slightly improved and adapted – in order to better match the model presented in Table 5. It was used to survey the managers from two not-for-profit Romanian organizations (a university and a local public administration unit from Bucharest). This pilot research project is currently in progress.

4. RESULTS

The expected results are twofold: to validate the model presented in Table 5; to extend the concept of entrepreneurial university to entrepreneurial public administration. The
The immediate consequence is that H. Stevenson’s theory is applicable not only in the case of universities but public administration organizations as well.

The implications are important for both theorists and practitioners: new research approach and new facets of entrepreneurial management are explored.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The paper conclusions are aimed at improving the current management and performance of the universities and local public administration units, giving directions to stimulate their entrepreneurial behavior.

An interesting approach could analyze in what measure the entrepreneurial characteristics of a university manager are influencing the entrepreneurial characteristics of a university.

We are also highlighting the importance of these outcomes for the university curricular design within the management field, necessary for management training, for futures university managers as well as for the Life Long Learning development of university managers.

The same recommendations are made for public managers and administrators.

These research conclusions could be extended and applied to other types of not-for-profit organizations.

As the research is currently in progress, it is too early to identify any other further research areas.
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